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THE DEMAND FOR MONEY: SOME THEORETICAL
AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS1

MILTON FRIEDMAN
University of Chicago and National Bureau of Economic Research

I
N COUNTRIES experiencing a secular
rise in real income per capita, the
stock of money generally rises over

long periods at a decidedly higher rate
than does money income. Income veloci-
ty—the ratio of money income to the
stock of money—therefore declines secu-
larly as real income rises. During cycles,
to judge from the TJnited States, the only
country for which a detailed analysis has
been made, the stock of money generally
rises during expansions at a lower rate
than money income and either continues
to rise during contractions or falls at a
decidedly lower rate than money income.

1 This paper reports on part of a broader study
being conducted at the National Bureau of Economic
Research by Anna J. Schwartz and myself. I am
indebted to Mrs. Schwartz for extensive assistance
and numerous suggestions in connection with the
present paper.

This paper has been approved for publication
as a report of the National Bureau of Economic
Research by the Director of Research and the Board
of Directors of the National Bureau, in accordance
with the resolution of the board governing National
Bureau reports (see the Annual Report of the Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research). It is reprinted
as No. 68 in the National Bureau's series of Occa-
sional Papers.
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Income velocity therefore rises during
cyclical expansions as real income rises
and falls during cyclical contractions as
real income falls—precisely the reverse
of the secular relation between income
and velocity.

These key facts about the secular and
cyclical behavior of income velocity have
been documented in a number of studies.2
For the United States, Anna Schwartz
and I have been able to document them
more fully than has hitherto been pos-
sible, thanks to a new series on the stock
of money that we have constructed
which gives estimates at annual or semi-
annual dates from 1867 to 1907 and
monthly thereafter. This fuller documen-
tation does not, however, dispel the ap-
parent contradiction between the secular
and the cyclical behavior of income ve-
locity. On the contrary, as the summary

2 See in particular Richard T. Selden, "Monetary
Velocity in the United States," in Milton Friedman
(ed.), Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 179—
257; and Ernest Doblin, "The Ratio of Income to
Money Supply: An International Survey," Review
of Economics and Statistics, August, 1951, p. 201.



of our findings in the following section
makes explicit, it reveals an additional
contradiction or, rather, another aspect
of the central contradiction.

Previous attempts to reconcile the
secular and cyclical behavior of the
velocity of circulation of money have
concentrated on variables other than in-
come, such as the rate of interest or the
rate of change of prices. These attempts
have been unsuccessful. While such other
variables doubtless affect the quantity of
money demanded and hence the velocity
of circulation of money, most do not have
a cyclical pattern that could explain the
observed discrepancy. In any event, it
seems dubious that their influence on
velocity is sufficiently great to explain so
large a discrepancy.

An alternative theoretical explanation
of the discrepancy is suggested by the
work I have done on consumption—a
rather striking example of how work in
one field can have important implications
for work in another that has generally
been regarded as only rather distantly
related. This theoretical explanation,
which concentrates on the meaning at-
tached to "income" and to "prices," is
presented in Sections II and III below
and turns out to be susceptible of quan-
titative test. The quantitative evidence
in Section IV is highly favorable. The re-
suit is both a fuller understanding of the
observed behavior of velocity and a dif-
ferent emphasis in the theory of the de-
niand for money.

One important feature of monetary be-
havior not accounted for by this explana-
tion is the consistent tendency for actual
cash balances, adjusted for trend, to lead
at both peaks and troughs in general
business. In Section V, a preliminary at-
tempt is made to explore factors that
might account for the discrepancy be-
tween desired cash balances as deter-
mined by income alone and actual cash

balances. Finally, in Section VI, some
broader implications of the results pre-
sented in this paper are explored.

I. A SUMMARY OF THE EMPIRICAL EVI-
DENCE FOR THE STATES

A full documentation of our findings
about the secular and cyclical behavior
of the stock of money and its relation to
income and prices will be given in a near-
iy completed National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research monograph by Anna J.
Schwartz and myself. For present pur-
poses, a brief summary of a few of our
findings will suffice.

A. SECULAR BEHAVIOR

1. Secular changes in the real stock of
money per capita are highly correlated
with secular changes in real income per
capita. In order to study this relation, we
have used average values over complete
reference cycles as our elementary ob-
servations. For twenty cycles measured
from trough to trough and covering the
period from 1870 to 1954, the simple cor-
relation between the logarithm of the'
real stock of money per capita and the
logarithm of real income per capita is
0.99, and the computed elasticity is

1 per cent increase in real income per
capita has therefore, on the average, been
associated with a 1.8 per cent increase in
real cash balances per capita and hence

The corresponding figures for cycles measured
from peak to peak are 0.99 and 1.7. In these and
later correlations, "money" is defined as including
currency held by the public, adjusted demand de-
posits, and time deposits in commercial banks. This
total is available for the period from 1867 on,
whereas the total exclusive of time deposits is not
available until 1914. For other reasons supporting
our definition see the NBER monograph now in
preparation. For income, we have used Simon Kuz-
nets' estimates of net national product adjusted
for wartime periods to a concept approximating
that underlying the current Department of Com-
merce estimates, and for prices, the deflator implicit
in Kuznets' estimates of net national product in
constant prices.
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with a 0.8 per cent decrease in income
velocity. If we interpret these results as
reflecting movements along a stable de-
mand relation, they imply that money is
a "luxury" in the terminology of con-
sumption theory. Because of the strong
trend element in the two series correlat-
ed, the high correlation alone does not
justify much confidence that the statisti-
cal regression is a valid estimate of a de-
mand relation rather than the result of
an accidental difference in trends. How-
ever, additional evidence from other
sources leads us to believe that it can be
so regarded.

We have investigated the influence of
both rates of interest and rates of change
of prices. In our experiments, the rate of
interest had an effect in the direction to
be expected from theoretical considera-
tions but too small to be statistically sig-
nificant. We have not as yet been able to
isolate by correlation techniques any
effect of the rate of change of prices,
though a historical analysis persuades us
that such an effect is present.

2. Over the nine decades that we have
studied, there have been a number of
long swings in money income. As a mat-
ter of arithmetic, these swings in money
income can be attributed to movements
in the nominal stock of money and in
velocity. If this is done, it turns out that
the swings in the stock of money are in
the opposite direction from those in
velocity and so much larger in amplitude
that they dominate the movements in
money income. As a result, the long
swings in prices mirror faithfully the long
swings in the stock of money per unit of
output. These long swings are much
more marked in money income and in the
nominal stock of money than in real in-
come and in the real stock of money,
which is to say that the long swings are
largely price swings.

3

B. CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR

1. The real stock of money, like real
income, conforms positively to the cycle;
that is, it tends to rise during expansions
and to fall, or to rise at a less rapid rate,
during contractions. However, the am-
plitude of the movement in the real stock
of money is decidedly smaller than in
real income. If we allow for secular
trends, a 1 per cent change in real income
during a cycle is accompanied by a
change in the real stock of money in the
same direction of about one-fifth of 1 per
cent.

It follows that income velocity tends
to rise during cyclical expansions when
real income is rising and to fall during
cyclical contractions when real income is
falling—that is, to conform positively.
So far as we can tell from data that are
mostly annual, velocity reaches both its
peak and its trough at roughly the same
time as general economic activity does.

2. Cyclical movements in money in-
come, like the long swings, can be at-
tributed to movements in the nominal
stock of money and in velocity. If this is
done, it turns out that the movements in
the stock of money and in velocity are in
the same direction and of roughly equal
magnitude, so that neither can be said to
dominate the movements in money in-
come.

3. Table 1 summarizes the size of the
cyclical movements in the variables used
in the analysis, where the size of cyclical
movement is measured by the excess of
the rate of change per month during
cyclical expansions over that during
cyclical contractions.

C. THE CONTRAST

These findings are clearly in sharp
contrast. Over long periods, real income
and velocity tend to move in opposite
directions; over reference cycles, in the
same direction. Over long periods,



changes in the nominal stock of money
dominate, at least in a statistical sense,
the swings in money income, and the in-
verse movements in velocity are of minor
quantitative importance; over reference
cycles, changes in velocity are in the
same direction as changes in the nominal
stock of money and are comparable in

first instance by the monetary authori-
ties or institutions and cannot be altered
by the non-bank holders of money. The
real stock of money is determined in the
first instance by the holders of money.

This distinction is sharpest and least
ambiguous in a hypothetical society in
which money consists exclusively of a

Twelve mild depression cycles:
Money income 0.64 —0.07 0.71
Money stock .53 .28 0.27
Income velocity .08 — .32 0.40
Implicit price deflator .12 — .02 0.14
Real income .52 — .05 0.37
Real stock of money .43 .30 0.13

Six deep depression cycles:
Money income .64 — .97 1.61
Money stock .60 — .28 0.88
Income velocity .02 — .69 0.71
Implicit price deflator .16 — .44 0.60
Real income .46 — .53 0.99
Real stock of money 0.42 0.18 0.24
* The series were analyzed as described in A. F. Burns and W. C. Mitchell, Measuring Business

Cycles (New York: National Bureau of Economic Research, 1947), pp. 197—202. Because of round-
ing, cot. 3 sometimes disagrees with the difference between cols. 1 and 2. Deep depression cycles
are 1870—78,1891—94,1904—8,1919—21, 1927—32,and 1932—38. Allothersaremilddepressioncycles
except for war cycles 1914—19 and 1938—46, which are excluded. The basis of classification is
described in the NBER monograph on the money supply now in preparation. Money income
is net national product at current prices, preliminary estimates by Simon Kuznets1 prepared
for use in the NBER study of long-term trends in capital formation and financing in the
United States. Variant III (from 1929 based on estimates of commodity flow and services prepared
by the Department of Commerce). Money stock is averaged to center on June 30 from data in
the money monograph just mentioned. Income velocity is money income divided annually by money
stock. Implicit price deflator is money income divided by real income. Real income is net national
product, 1929 prices, Variant III from the same source as money income. Real stock of money is
money stock divided by the implicit price deflator.

quantitative importance in accounting
for changes in money income. I turn to
an attempted reconciliation.

IL A SUGGESTED EXPLANATION

It is important to note at the outset
an essential difference between the de-
terminants of the nominal stock of
money, on the one hand, and the real
stock of money, on the other. The nomi-
nal stock of money is determined in the
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purely fiduciary currency issued by a
single money-creating authority at its
discretion. The nominal number of units
of money is then whatever amount this
authority creates. Holders of money can-
not alter this amount directly. But they
can make the real amount of money any-
thing that in the aggregate they want to.
If they want to hold a relatively small
real quantity of money, they will indi-
vidually seek to reduce their nominal

TABLE 1*

CYCLICAL MOVEMENTS IN INCOME, MONEY STOCK, INCOME VELOCITY,
AND PRICES: DIFFERENCE IN Mowrmx RATE OF CHANGE BETWEEN
REFERENCE EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION, ANNUAL ANALYSIS, 1870-
1954, EXCLUDING WAR CYcLES

CHANGE PER MONTB IN REF-
ERENCE- CYCLE RELATIVES

DURING REFERENCE
Expansion Contraction

(1) (2)

ExCEss oi'
ExPANsIoN

OVER
CONTRACTION

(3)



cash balances by increasing expendi-
tures. This will not alter the nominal
stock of money to be held—if some indi-
viduals succeed in reducing their nominal
cash balances, it will only be by transfer-
ring them to others. But it will raise the
flow of expenditures and hence money
income and prices and thereby reduce
the real quantity of money to the de-
sired level. Conversely, if they want to
hold a relatively large real quantity of
money, they will individually seek to in-
crease their nominal cash balances. They
cannot, in the aggregate, succeed in
doing so. However, in the attempt, they
will lower the nominal flow of expendi-
tures, and hence money income and
prices, and so raise the real quantity of
money. Given the level of real income,
the ratio of income to the stock of
money, or income velocity, is uniquely
determined by the real stock of money.
Consequently, these comments apply
also to income velocity. It, too, is deter-
mined by the holders of money, or, to
put it differently, it is a reflection of their
decisions about the real quantity of
money that they desire to hold. We can
therefore speak more or less interchange-
ably about decisions of holders of money
to change their real stock of money or to
change the ratio of the flow of income to
the stock of money.

The situation is more complicated for
the monetary arrangements that actually
prevailed over the period which our data
cover. During part of the period, when the
United States was on an effective gold
stalidard, an attempt by holders of
money to reduce their cash balances rela-
tive to the flow of income raised domestic
prices, thereby discouraging exports and
encouraging imports, and so tended to
increase the outflow of gold or reduce its
inflow. In addition, the rise in domestic
prices raised, among other things, the

5

cost of producing gold and hence discour-
aged gold production. Both effects oper-
ated to reduce the nominal supply of
money. Conversely, an attempt by hold-
ers of money to increase their cash bal-
ances relative to the flow of income
tended to increase the nominal supply of
money through the same channels. These
effects still occur but can be and typically
are offset by Federal Reserve action.

Throughout the period, more compli-
cated reactions operated on the commer-
cial banking system, sometimes in per-
verse fashion. For example, an attempt
by holders of money to reduce cash bal-
ances relative to income tended to raise
income and prices, thus promoting an
expansionary atmosphere in which banks
were generally willing to operate on a
slenderer margin of liquidity. The result
was an increase rather than a reduction
in the nominal supply of money. Similar-
ly, changes in the demand for money had
effects on security prices and interest
rates that affected the amount of money
supplied by the banking system. And
there were further effects on the actions
of the Federal Reserve System for the
period since 1914.

There were also indirect effects run-
ning in the. opposite direction, from
changes in the conditions of supply of
money to the nominal quantity of money
demanded. If, for whatever reason,
money-creating institutions expanded
the nominal quantity of money, this
could have effects, at least in the first in-
stance, on rates of interest and so on the
quantity of money demanded, and per-
haps also on money income and real
income.

Despite these qualifications, all of
which would have to be taken into ac-
count in a complete analysis, it seems
useful to regard the nominal quantity of
money as determined primarily by con-



ditions of supply, and the real quantity of
money and the income velocity of money
as determined primarily by conditions of
demand. This implies that we should ex-
amine the demand side for an initial in-
terpretation of the observed behavior of
velocity.

Along these lines, the changes in the
real stock of money and in the income
velocity of circulation reflect either
(a) shifts along a relatively fixed demand
schedule for money produced by changes
in the variables entering into that
schedule; (b) changes in the demand
schedule itself; or (c) temporary depar-
tures from the schedule, that is, frictions
that make the actual stock of money de-
part from the desired stock of money.
The rest of this paper is an attempt to
see to what extent we can reconcile the
secular and cyclical behavior of velocity
in terms of a alone without bringing in
the more complicated phenomena that
would be involved in b and c.

One way to do so would be to regard
the cyclical changes in velocity as reflect-
ing the influence of variables other than
income. In order for this explanation to
be satisfactory, these other variables
would have to exert an influence oppo-
site to that of income and also be sufh-
ciently potent to dominate the move-
ment of velocity. Our secular results
render this implausible, for we there
found that income appeared to be the
dominant variable affecting the demand
for real cash balances. Moreover, the
other variables that come first to mind
are interest rates, and these display cycli-
cal patterns that seem most unlikely to
account for the sizable, highly consistent,
and roughly synchronous cyclical pat-
tern in velocity. Long-term corporate in-
terest rates fairly regularly reached their
trough in mid-expansion and their peak
in mid-contraction prior to World War I.
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Since then, the pattern is less regular and
is characterized by shorter lags. Rates on
short-term commercial paper also tend to
lag at peaks and troughs, though by a
briefer interval, and the lag has similarly
shortened since 1921. Call-money rates
come closer to being synchronous with
the cycle, and this is true also of yields
on long- and short-term government oh-
ligations for the six cycles for which they
are available. Of the rates we have exam-
ined these are the only ones that have
anything like the right timing pattern to
account for the synchronous pattern in
velocity. However, neither call-mQney
rates nor government bond yields have
been highly consistent in behavior from
cycle to cycle. Even if they had been, it
seems dubious that the effects of changes
in these particular rates, or other unre-
corded rates like them, would be suffi-
ciently more important cyclically than
secularly to offset the effects of counter-
movements both in other rates and in
income. Furthermore, earlier studies that
have attempted to explain velocity
movements in these terms have had only
limited success.4

A very different way to reconcile the
cyclical and secular behavior of velocity
is to regard the statistical magnitude
called "real income" as corresponding to
a different theoretical construct in the
cyclical than in the secular analysis. This
possibility was suggested by my work on
consumption. In that field, too, it will be
recalled, there is an apparent conflict be-
tween empirical findings for short periods
and long periods: cross-section data for
individual years suggest that the average
propensity to consume is lower at high-
income levels than at low-income levels;
yet aggregate time-series data covering a
long period reveal no secular decline in

E.g., see Selden, op. cii., pp. 195—202.



the average propensity to consume with
arise in income. It turned out that this
conflict could be reconciled by distin-
guishing between "measured" income,
the figure recorded by statisticians, and
"permanent" income, a longer-term con-
cept to which individuals are regarded as
adjusting their consumption.5

According to the permanent income
hypothesis, when a consumer unit expe-
riences a transitory increment of income,
that is, when its measured income ex-
ceeds its permanent income, this transi-
tory component is added to its assets
(perhaps in the form of durable consumer
goods) or used to reduce its liabilities
rather than spent on consumption. Con-.
versely, when it experiences a transitory
decrement of income, it nonetheless ad-
justs consumption to permanent income,
financing any excess over measured in-
come by drawing down assets or increas-
ing liabilities.

This theory of consumption behavior
is directly applicable to that part of the
stock of money held by consumer units
rather than by business enterprises. The
problem is how to interpret money hold-
ing. Much of the theoretical literature on
"motives" for holding money suggests
interpreting money holdings as one of the
balance-sheet items that act as shock ab-
sorbers for transitory components of in-
come; as an asset item that is increased
temporarily when the transitory compo-
nent is positive and that is drawn down,
if necessary, to finance consumption
when the transitory component is nega-
ti ye.

This interpretation may be valid for
very short time periods. However, if it
were valid for periods as long as a busi-

5 my A Theory of the Consumption Function
(a publication of the National Bureau of Economic
Research) (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1957).
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ness cycle, it would produce a cyclical
behavior of velocity precisely the oppo-
site of the observed behavior. Measured
income presumably exceeds permanent
income at cyclical peaks and falls short
of permanent income at cyclical troughs.
Hence cash balances would be drawn
down abnormally at troughs and built up
abnormally at peaks. In consequence,
cash balances would fluctuate more
widely over the cycle than income, and
velocity would conform inversely to the
cycle, falling during expansions and ris-
ing during contractions, whereas in fact
it conforms positively.

An alternative is to interpret money as
a durable consumer good held for the
services it renders and yielding a flow of
services proportional to the stock, which
implies that the shock-absorber function
is performed by other items in the bal-
ance sheet, such as the stock of durable
goods, consumer credit outstanding, per-
sonal debt, and perhaps securities held.
On this interpretation, the quantity of
money demanded, like the quantity of
consumption services in general, is
adapted not to measured income but to
permanent income. This interpretation is
consistent with our secular results. The
income figure we used in obtaining these
is an average value over a cycle, which
may be regarded as a closer approxima-
tion to permanent income than an annual
value. In any case, the long time period
covered assures that the movements in
money are dominated by the movements
in the permanent component of income.6
For the cyclical analysis, permanent in-
come need not itself be stable over a
cycle. It may well rise during expansions
and fall during contractions. Presuma-
bly, however, it will rise less than meas-
ured income during expansions and fall

pp. 125—29.



less during contractions. Hence, if money
holdings were adapted to permanent in-
come, they might rise and fall more than
in proportion to permanent income, as is
required by our secular results, yet less
than in proportion to measured income,
as is required by our cyclical results.

To put the matter differently, suppose
that the demand for real cash balances
were determined entirely by real perma-
nent income according to the relation es-
timated in the secular analysis and that
actual balances throughout equaled de-
sired oalances. Velocity would then fall
during expansions and rise (or fall at a
smaller rate) during contractions, pro-
vided that it was computed by dividing
permanent iiwome by the stock of money.
But the numbers we have been caffing
"velocity" were not computed in this
way; they were computed by dividing
measured income by the stock of money.
Such a measured velocity would tend to
be lower than what we may call perma-
nent velocity at troughs, because meas-
ured income is then lower than perma-
nent income and would tend to be higher
at peaks, because measured income is
then higher than permanent income.,
Measured velocity might therefore con-
form positively to the cycle, even though
permanent velOcity conformed inversely.

These comments apply explicitly only
to consumer cash balances. However,
they can readily be extended to business
cash balances. Businesses hold cash as a
productive resource. The question is
whether cash is a resource like inven-
tories, in which case it might be expected
to fluctuate more over the cycle than cur-
rent production, or like fixed capital, in
which case it might be expected to fluc-
tuate less and to be adapted to the long-
er-term level of production at which a
firm plans to operate. This latter possi-
bility involves a concept analogous to
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that of permanent income. If the ob-
served positive cyclical conformity of
velocity reflects wider movements in in-
come than in both business holdings and
consumer holdings, as seems likely in
view of the changing importance of these
two components and the consistent be-
havior of velocity, the answer must be
that cash balances are analogous to fixed
capital rather than to inventories and
that some other assets or liabilities serve
as shock-absorbers for business as for
consumers.

The distinction between permanent
and measured income can rationalize the
observed cyclical behavior of income
velocity in terms of a movement along a
stable demand curve. It cannot by itself
easily rationalize the behavior of real
cash balances. Our secular analysis im-
plies that real cash balances should con-
form positively to the cycle with an am-
plitude nearly twice that of permanent
real income. Observed real cash balances
do conform positively, but their ampli-
tude, at any rate for cycles containing
mild contractions, is so small that it
seems implausible to regard it as larger
than that in permanent real income. Put
differently, it would take oniy very mod-
erate changes in the index of prices, well
within the margin of error in such in-
dexes, to convert the positive conformity
into inverted conformity.

The resolution is straightforward. We
have not yet carried our logic far enough.
If applied to both money income and
real income, the distinction between
measured and permanent income imp] ies
a corresponding distinction for prices. To
put the matter in terms of economics
rather than arithmetic, our analysis sug-
gests that holders of cash balances deter-
mine the amount to hold in light of their
longer-term income position rather than
their momentary receipts—this is the



justification for distinguishing measured
from permanent income. By the same
token, they may be expected to deter-
mine the amount of cash balances to
hold in light of longer-term price move-

prices, as it were—
rather than current or measured prices.
Suppose, for example, prices were to
double permanently or, alternatively, to
double for day X only and then return to
their initial level and that this behavior
was correctly anticipated by holders of
money. Holders of money would hardly
want to hold the same nominal cash bal-
ances on day X in these two cases, even
though prices were the same on that day.
More generally, whatever the motives
for holding cash balances, they are held
and are expected to be held for a sizable
and indefinite period of time. Holders of
money presumably judge the "real"
amount of cash balances in terms of the
quantity of goods and services to which
the balances are equivalent, not at any
given moment of time, but over a sizable
and indefinite period; that is, they evalu-
ate them. in terms of "expected" or "per-
manent" prices, not in terms of the cur-
rent price level. This consideration does
not, of course, rule out some adjustment
to temporary movements in prices. Such
movements offer opportunities of profit
from shifting wealth from cash to other
forms of assets and conversely, and they
may affect people's expectations about
future price levels. Like "permanent in-
come," the "permanent" price level need
not be—and presumably is not—a con-
stant over time; it departs from the cur-
rent price level in having a smoother and
less fluctuating pattern in time but need
not go to the extreme of displaying no
fluctuations.

On this view, the current price level
would presumably fall short of the per-
m.anent price level at troughs and exceed

it at peaks of cycles; hence measured
real cash balances would tend to be
larger than permanent real cash balances
at troughs and smaller at peaks. It fol-
lows that measured real cash balances
would show a smaller cyclical movement
than permanent real cash balances and,
indeed, might conform inversely to the
cycle, even though permanent real cash
balances conformed positively.

III. A SYMBOLIC RESTATEMENT

The distinction between permanent
and measured magnitudes can thus
reconcile the qualitative behavior during
reference cycles of both measured veloci-
ty—its tendency to conform positively—
and measured real cash balances—its
tendency to show an exceedingly mild
cyclical movement— with their behavior
over secular periods. The crucial question
remains whether it not only can reconcile
the qualitative behavior but does in fact

'rationalize the quantitative behavior of
these magnitudes. After all, an interpre-
tation in terms of interest rates can also
rationalize the qualitative results; we re-
ject it because it appears likely to be con-
tradicted on a more detailed quantitative
level.
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It will facilitate such a quantitative
test to restate symbolically and more
precisely the explanation just presented.
Let

V be measured aggregate in-
come in nominal terms;

P be measured price level;
M be aggregate stock of money

in nominal terms, measured
and permanent being taken
throughout as identical;

N be population, measured
and permanent being taken
as identical;
be permanent nominal ag-
gregate income and perma-
nent price level, respective-
ly;



= V be measured aggregate in-
p come in real terms;

be permanent aggregate in-
come in real terms;
be measured aggregate
stock of money in real
terms;
be permanent aggregate
stock of money in real
terms;
be measured velocity;

be permanent velocity.

In these symbols, the demand equation
fitted to the secular data can be written
thus:

M (Y,,V
NP,,

(1)

which expresses permanent real balances
per capita as a function of permanent
real income per capita, or in the equiva-
lent form,

in,, = 'yN =

which expresses aggregate permanent
real balances as a function of aggregate
permanent real income and population,
where 'y and a- are parameters and & was
estimated to be approximately

By definition,

m,,,

so that still a third form of the demand
equation is

m =!?

'The basic analysis holds, of course, whatever
the precise form of the demand equation for money.
I use this particular form for simplicity and because
it gave a satisfactory fit to the available evidence.
The whole analysis could, however, be restated
in terms of a generalized demand function whose
form was unspecified.

which expresses aggregate measured real
balances as a function of aggregate per-
manent real income, population, and per-
manent and measured prices.

This relation can also be expressed in
terms of velocity. By definition, =
yp/mp. Divide successively by the two
sides of equation (2). This gives

= ! !
m,, yp

By definition,

so that

p_V_V vp,

F' 1 \!—6V=__1!i

In interpreting equations (1), (2), (4),
(5), and (7), it should be borne in mind
that they will not, of course, be satisfied
precisely by observed data. In conse-
quence, at a later stage, I shall want to

(2) distinguish between observed values of,
for example, measured velocity and the.
value estimated from, say, equation (7).

IV. TESTS OF THE EXPLANATION.

It has so far been sufficient to suppose
only that the permanent magnitudes in-

income and per-
manent prices—fluctuate less over the

(3) cycle, than the corresponding measured
magnitudes. We can clearly go farther
and ask how much less the permanent
magnitudes must fluctuate in order to
account for the quantitative, as well as
the qualitative average behavior of
velocity and real cash balances. The an-
swer may provide some internal evidence
on the plausibility of the suggested ex-
planation and will also provide a starting
point for bringing external evidence to
bear.

Consider the data for the mild depres-
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—Vp
yp—-15.-.Lp

M

Mm,, =

v— Mm
V — V,,_
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sion cycles shown in Table 1 and neglect
the mild cyclical movements in popula-
tion, so that aggregate and per capita
values can be regarded as interchange-
able. If measured and permanent magni-
tudes were treated as. identical, the in-
come elasticity of 1.8 computed from the
secular data would convert the 0.57
cyclical movement in real income into a
movement of 1.03 in real cash balances
demanded. The movement of 0.14 in the
implicit price index would, in turn, con-
vert this into a movement of 1.17 in
money cash balances demanded. The ac-
tual movement in cash balances is 0.27,
or 23 per cent as large. Hence, to recon-
cile the secular and cyclical results, the
cyclical movements in permanent income
and permanent prices would each have
to be 23 per cent of those in measured
income and measured prices—a result
that seems not implausible. For deep de-
pression cycles, the corresponding figure
turns out to be 37 per cent, which is
equally plausible. Moreover, it seems
eminently reasonable that this figure
should be larger for deep, than for mild,
depression cycles, since the deep depres-
sion cycles are longer on the average than
the mild depression cycles.8

Of course, this test of intuitive plausi-
bility is a weak one. To get a stronger
test, we must introduce some inde-
pendent evidence on the relation of
permanent to measured magnitudes. One
source of such evidence is the work on
consumption that suggested the explana-
tion under test. In deriving a consump-
tion function from aggregate time-series
data, I concluded that an estimate of
permanent income—which I called "ex-
pected" income to distinguish it from
the theoretical concept—was given by

T
yp (T) = T)y (t) dl. (8)

In words, an estimate of expected in-
come at time T is given by a weighted
average of past incomes, adjusted for
secular growth at the rate of a per cent
per year, the weights declining ex-
ponentially and being equal to
where I is the time of the observation
being weighted. The numerical value of

8 Let M and P be the cyclical movements as
measured in the final column of Table 1 in the
nominal stock of money and in measured prices;
let in, and F, be the cyclical movements in perma-
nent real balances and permanent prices. Then,
to a first approximation,

M (i)

since the stock of money is the product of permanent
real cash balances and the permanent price level.
Using the demand equation (2), we get

ih (ii)

where is the cyclical movement in permanent
real income (recall that we are neglecting any cycli-
cal movement in population, so also equals the
movement in permanent real per capita income).

Let

yp=

k'P,
(iii)

(iv)

where is the cyclical movement in measured real
income and k and k' are unspecified constants to
be determined. Substituting equations (ii), (iii), and
(iv) in equation (i) gives
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1.8k3'+k'P. (v)

At first glance, it seems possible to derive both
k and k' from one set of data by deriving a similar
equation starting with an identity like (i) expressing
measured velocity in terms of permanent velocity.
However, the resulting equation is identical with
eq. (v), thanks to the definitional relations connect-
ing velocity, money, and income.

The calculations in the text implicitly assume
that k = k' in eq. (v). Separate estimates for k
and k' require two sets of data. One possibility is
to assunie that k and k' differ but that each is the
same for mild and for deep depression cycles, an
assumption that seems less plausible than the one
made in the text that k = k'. This calculation yields
an estimate of 0.11 for k and 1.15 for k'. The value
for k' contradicts the concepts of permanent and
measured prices that underlie the analysis.



j3 was estimated to be 0.4; of a, It
is by no means necessary that the con-
cept of permanent income that is rele-
vant in determining total consumption
expenditures should also be the one that
is relevant in determining cash bal-
ances.'0 But it would not be at all sur-
prising if it were. On the assumption
that it is, we can get independent esti-
mates of the percentages cited in the
previous paragraph by computing esti-
mates of permanent real income, and
permanent prices from the corresponding
observed annual series, using the weight-
ing pattern just described.

The results of these computations are
summarized in columns 1, 2, and 3 of
Table 2.11 The agreement between the

9Friedrnan, A Theory of the Consumption Func-
tion, pp. 146—47.

'° See ibid., pp. 150—51.
These results at first seemed to me relevant

also to the choice between the two alternative as-
sumptions used above—the one in the text that
k k' and the one noted in footnote 8, that k
but that k is the same for mild and deep depression
cycles and so is k'. On this issue, the result is un-
ambiguous. The entries in col. 3. clearly speak for
the first assumption.

However, James Ford has pointed out to me
that this result is largely a consequence of an as-
sumption made in estimating permanent income and
prices, namely, the use of the same value of fi
for both. There is no independent empirical evidence
for this assumption, and hence results based on it
can give no independent evidence for the essentially
equivalent assumption that k =

For the special case in which the measured mag-
nitude is given by a sine curve, the relative amplitude
of a permanent and a measured magnitude when
the permanent is estimated by a weighted average
of the measured is determined entirely by the value
of and the duration of the cycle. For = 0.4
and a cycle 43 months in length, which is the average
length of the mild depression cycles, the relative
amplitude for the sine curve is 0.22. For = 0.4
and a cycle 47.5 months in length, the average
length of the deep depression cycles, the relative
amplitude for the sine curve is 0.25. These results
are fairly similar to the computed values in Table
2. They differ enough, however, to suggest that the
departure from a sine curve affects the results ap-
preciably.

I am indebted to James Ford for these calcula-
tions.

estimates in column 3 so obtained and
the estimates constructed above from
internal evidence alone is very good—the
two differ by only 15—30 per cent, even
though they are based on independent
bodies of data and even though the
weights used in estimating the perma-
nent magnitudes directly were derived
for another purpose and rest on still
other data. Moreover, the discrepancy is
consistent; the difference between deep
and mild depression cycles is in the same
direction and of roughly the same magni-
tude for both columns.

These results are sufficiently encourag-
ing to justify going beyond this indirect
test and seeing how far our interpreta-
tion is consistent not only with the size
of the cyclical movement in cash bal-
ances and measured velocity but also
with their entire cyclical patterns and
not only on the average but also cycle by
cycle.

In order to perform this test on a fully
consistent basis, we first recomputed the
secular demand equation, using as the
independent variable the cycle averages
of estimated permanent income rather
than measured income. This substitution
slightly raised the correlation coefficient,
thus giving a minor bit of additional evi-
dence in favor of the permanent income
interpretation. It also raised slightly the
estimated elasticity of demand, but not
by enough, to change the numerical
value to the number of significant figures
given above.

The resulting calculated equation for
nominal cash balances is
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1.810
M* = (0.003 23)

and, for measured velocity

NP,,, (9)

1
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where the asterisks are used to indicate
values computed from the equation
rather than directly observed. These
equations, it will be recalled, were esti-
mated from average values over whole
reference cycles.'2

From these equations, one can esti-
mate for each year separately, from the
corresponding annual data, desired cash

balances and the value of measured
velocity that would be observed if actual
cash balances equaled desired balances
as so estimated. I shall call these "com-
puted cash balances" and "computed
measured velocity."3.

The estimates of computed measured
velocity are plotted in Chart I, along
with observed measured velocity. In

Two ESTIMATES OF CYCLICAL MOVEMENTS OF PERMANENT REAL INCOME AND
PRICES AS PERCENTAGES OF THOSE OF MEASURED REAL INCOME AND

PRICES, REFERENCE CYCLES 1870—1954, EXCLUDING CYCLES

Exczss or CHANGE PER

MONTH IN REFERENCE-CYCLE PERMANENT AS PER-
RELATIVES DURING REFERENCE CENTAGE or MEASURED

OVER THAT DURING Ratio
REFERENcE CONTRACTION Permanent Estimated

Permanent Measured Estimated from Money
Magnitude Magnitude Separately Equations

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Twelve mild depression cycles:

Real income
Prices

Six deep depression cycles:
Real income
Prices

0.11 0.57 19 23
.02 .14 16 23•

.29 .99 29 37
0.18 0.60 30 37

* The sources for the columns are as follows (cycles grouped as in Table 1):
1. Permanent real income and permanent prices were estimated as described in the text, using Kuznets'

data (see note to Table 1). These data begin in 1869. To obtain an estimate of the permanent magnitude
in 1869, measured figures covering the years 1858—69 are required, the weights assigned declining ex-
ponentially. Measured figures were therefore extrapolated: for real income by assuming a constant rate
of growth of 3.5 per cent per year; for implicit prices by assuming that in each of t4ie years 1858—68 they
bore the same relation to the wholesale price index as in 1869.

2. Table 1, col. 3.
3. Column 1 divided by col. 2, the figures in each case being carried to an additional place.
4. Values from Table 1, col. were substituted in the expression M/(1.82 + F), where Mis money stock,

y is real income, P is implicit price deflator, and the dot on top means •'excess of chanp per month in
reference-cycle relatives during reference expansion over that during reference contraction."

'2The numerical values given were computed
from combined data for trough-to-trough and peak-
to-peak averages. However, separate regressions for
each set of averages are almost identical.

To make these calculations, estimates of Y,
Yr,, yr,, P,, and N are needed. Measured money
income, Y, was taken to be Kuznets' annual net
national product in current prices adjusted for war-
time periods; Y, was computed by applying eq.
(8) to this same series, except for a minor adjustment
in level; y,,, by applying eq. (8) to Kuznets' net
national product in constant prices similarly ad-
justed, and again with a minor adjustment in level;
F,, by applying eq. (8) to the price index implicit
in computing net national product in constant prices;
and N was taken as the mid-year population of
the United States as estimated by the Census.

Equation (8) with = 0.40 and a = 0.02 implies
that expected income is 1.05 times the weighted
average of actual income, where the weights are

the declining exponential weights inside the integral
of eq. (8), adjusted to sum to unity. When perma-
nent net national product per capita in Constant
prices was computed in this way, it turned out that
the geometric mean of the ratios of the cycle bases of
real measured net national product per capita to the
cycle bases of permanent net national product in
constant prices so computed was 1.057. This factor of
1.057 was used to adjust the level of the latter series
rather than the 1.05 strictly called for by eq. (8)
and was used also for permanent net national prod-
uct in current prices. The logical implication of
employing the same multiple for net national prod-
uct in constant and current prices is that a was
treated as zero for prices alone. None of these
adjustments is of any moment for the present anal-
ysis, since they affect only the level of the series
and hence all. cancel out when cycle relatives are
computed.
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judging this figure, it should be borne in
mind that the computed velocities were
not obtained by trying to fit these ob-
served velocities directly. They were ob-
tained from a correlation for forty-one
overlapping cycle bases—averages of
groups of years varying in number from
two to seven—plus a formula for estimat-
ing permanent income derived from an

the secular ftnding. What is added by
this chart is the relation between year-
to-year movements. The secular results
in no way insure that these will cor-
respond; still, if anything, the computed
velocity series mirrors the year-to-year
cycles in observed velocity even more
faithfully than it does the longer-term
changes.

CHART I

OBSERVED AND COMPUTED MEASURED VELOCITY, ANNUALLY, 1869—1957

analysis of' the relation of consumption
expenditures to income plus a theoretical
linkage between these two, summarized
in equations (9) and (10). The high cor-
relation between the cycle bases insures
a close connection between the longer-
term movements in computed 'and meas-
ured velocity; in this respect, Chart I is
simply a repetition in a different form of

14

In order to isolate the cyclical aspect
of the analysis, we have computed refer-
ence-cycle patterns of computed meas-
ured velocity and computed cash bal-
ances, thereby eliminating entirely the
part of Chart I that repeats the secular
finding. Chart II gives the reference-
cycle patterns of computed and observed
measured velocity cycle by cycle, and
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CHART II

OBSERVED AND COMPUTED MEASURED VELOCITY, REFERENCE-CYCLE PATTERNS, 1870-1954
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NOTE: These are reference-cycle relatives computed in the course of the cyclical analysis of the data
shown in Chart I (see A. F. Burns and W. C. Mitchell, Measuring Business Cycles [New York: NationaL
Bureau of Economic Research, 1946), pp. 197—202).
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Chart III gives average patterns for the
mild and deep depression cycles, for
both cash balances and measured ye-
locity. It is clear from these that my
interpretation accounts for the bulk of
the fluctuations in observed measured
velocity. The average pattern of com-
puted measured velocity duplicates al-
most perfectly that for observed meas-

6 Deep Depression Cycles

—36 —24 —12 0 -4-12 +24 +36
Months from reference peak

Cycles are grouped as in Table 1.

that this purely statistical interpretation
of the findings is not valid. The cash-
balance patterns agree about as closely
as the velocity patterns.

These results give strong support to
the view that cyclical movements in
velocity largely reflect movements along
a stable demand curve for money and
that the apparent discrepancy between

Panel B. Measured Velocity

12 Mild Depression Cycles

6 Deep Depression Cycles

ured velocity for the mild depression
cycles and corresponds very closely to
that for the deep depression cycles. The
cycle-by-cycle patterns demonstrate that
this coincidence is not simply in the
averages. This closeness might reflect the
use of the same values of measured in-
come in both the observed and the com-
puted velocities, in which case it could be
regarded as largely spurious. The cash-
balance patterns are included in Chart III
to test this possibility. They demonstrate

the secular and the cyclical results re-
flects a divergence between measures of
income and of prices constructed by
statisticians for short periods and the
magnitudes to which holders of money
adjust their cash balances.
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V. LIMITATIONS OF TIlE EXPLANATION

Important though this explanation is,
it cannot be the whole of the story, since
it fails to account for some of the most
important of our findings about the be-

- CHART III
OBSERVED AND COMPUTED MONEY STOCK AND MEAST.TRED VELOCITY, AVERAGE REFERENCE-

CYCLE PATTERNS, MIlD AND DEEP DEPRESSION 1870—1954
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Panel A. Money Stock
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havior of money balances. If the desired
real stock of money were determined en-
tirely by permanent real income and if
the desired stock were always equal to
the actual stock, then, actual real
stock (computed in terms of permanent
prices) would have a cyclical pattern
that duplicated the pattern of permanent
real income except for amplitude. Now
our evidence suggests that permanent
real income conforms . positively to the
cycle and is either synchronous or lags
at the turning points. Hence real cash
balances computed at permanent prices
would do likewise. Nominal cash bal-
ances equal these real cash balances
times permanent prices, and our evi-
dence suggests equally that permanent
prices conform positively to the cycle
either synchronously or with a lag. This
train of reasoning therefore implies that,
under the supposed conditions, nominal
dash balances would conform positively
to the cycle and would be either syn-
chronous or lag at the turning points.
Yet one of the major findings of the
broader study of which the results re-
ported in this paper are a part is that the
nominal stock of money, adjusted for
trend, tends to lead at both peaks and
troughs. Hence there is a residual ele-
ment in the cyclical behavior of ve-
locity that requires explanation.

A satisfactory analysis of this residual
element requires the use of monthly
rather than annual data. Annual data
are unduly crude for studying timing
relationships. For example, the cyclical
patterns of the observed money stock in
Chart III, Panel A, reveal no average
lead; yet our more detailed analysis of
monthly money data establish such a
lead, after adjustment for trend, beyond
any reasonable doubt.

It may nevertheless be worth examin-
ing the residual element in the annual

data as a first step. This residual element
is approximated in Chart IV by the
ratio of the observed measured velocity
to computed measured velocity. This
ratiQ varies, very much less over the
cycLe than measured velocity itself, and
hence the movements it measures tend
to be concealed by the movements in
velocity arising out of the discrepancy
between measured and permanent in-

Yet our analysis of the stock of
money suggests that this residual ele-
ment may play a critical cyclical role.
Indeed, perhaps the major significance of
our analysis of velocity is that it enables
us to extract this residual element, to
eliminate the largely spurious move-
ments of velocity that have hitherto
masked the• economically significant
movements.

For deep depressions, the residual
element has a clearly marked cyclical

During expansion, the residual
element at first falls, then rises, reaching
a trough in mid-expansion. During con-
tractions, the behavior is harder to de-
terthine, because one cycle—the earliest,
from 1870 to 1878—has a major influ-
ence on the pattern for all cycles and the
figures for this cycle are highly dubious.'4
If this cycle is. omitted, the pattern for
contractions is a mild fall from peak to
mid-contraction and a sharper fall there-
after.

The residual element varies much less,
on the average, for mild depression
cycles than for deep depression cycles.
Such cyclical movement as it does show
is similar to that for deep depression
cycles during expansion and just the re-

14 problem is in the income estimates for
the early period. These are characterized by an
extraordinarily rapid rate of increase from 1869 to
1879. Other evidence suggests that this is at least
partly a statistical artifact, reflecting the extreme
paucity of .reliable data for estimating income for
this period.
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CHART IV

RATIO OF OBSERVED TO COMPUTED MEASURED VELOCITY, COMPARED WITH OTHER
ECONOMIC VARIABLES, AVERAGE REFERENCE-CYCLE PATTERNS,

Mru AND DEEP DEPRESSION CYcLEs, 1870—1954
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Panel C. Rate of Change of Wholesale 1870-1954
Ratio of observed to computed measured velocity
Rotio of observed to computed measured 5 deep depression cycles0
Weighted average rate of change in wholesale prices of all commodities

12 Mild Depression Cycles 6 Deep Depression Cycles

verse of that for deep depression cycles
during contraction. This residual ele-
ment is the cyclical component in cash
balances that cannot be explained simply
by a movement along a univariate de-
mand curve in response to a cyclical
movement in permanent income. It is
perhaps not surprising that this compo-
nent should be so much larger for deep
than for mild depression cycles. In the
mild depression cycles, there is a rela-
tively small cyclical movement in gen-
eral, which presumably means that there
are only relatively small movements in
whatever other variables operate to pro-
duce a discrepancy between desired cash
balances as judged from alone
and actual cash balances.

What are these other variables? The
obvious candidates are measures of the
return on other assets that could be held
instead of money. One alternative to
holding money is to hold securities; an-
other, to hold physical goods. The return
to the first is measured by the rate of re-
turn received on the securities. The re-

turn to the holding of physical goods is
measured by the rate of change of prices
minus storage costs; and either of these
terms may be positive or negative—
prices may rise or fall and storage of
goods may yield a convenience return in
excess of costs of handling and mainte-
nance. In either case, these returns must
be compared with those on money, which
may be positive, as when interest is paid
on deposits, or negative, as when service
charges are incurred.

- In our secular analysis, we have found
that the yield on corporate bonds is cor-
related with the real stock of money and
velocity in the expected direction: a rise
in the bond yield tends to reduce the real
stock of money demanded for a given real
income—that is, to raise velocity—and
conversely. Bond yields, however, play
nothing like so important and regularly
consistent a role in accounting for
ehanges in velocity as does real income.
The short-term interest rate was even

highly correlated with velocity than
the yield on corporate bonds.
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Chart IV is designed to provide a
rough test whether these secular results
carry to cyclical movements. In ad-
dition to the ratio of observed measured
velocity to computed measured velocity,
which is the residual element we are
seeking to explain, Chart IV also shows
the average reference-cycle patterns of
corporate bond yields as derived from
annual data, of commercial paper rates
as derived from monthly data (Panel
A),'5 and of the yields on short- and
long-term United States securities, as
derived from monthly data (Panel B)
Panel A covers the whole period 1870—
1954, war cycles; Panel B
covers only the six non-war cycles after
1921, since, yields on United States
securities are not readily available for
the earlier cycles.

Short-term rates have, of course, a.

much larger cydical amplitude than
long-term rates, which in turn have

corporate bond yield data through 1900
are railroad bond yields from F. R. Macaulay, Some
Theoretical Problems Suggested by the Movements of
Interest Rates, Bond Yields and Stock Prices in the
United States since 1856, a publication of the Na-
tional Bureau of Economic Research (New York,

pp. A145—A152, col. 5, with 0.114 per cent
arithmetic addition to raise them to the level of
the following segment. After 1900 the data 'are
"Basic Yields of Corporate Bonds to 50 Years
Maturity," from Historical Statistics of the United
States, 1789—1945 (Bureau of the Census), p. 279;
Continuation to 1952 of Historical Statistics, p. 36;
Statistical Abstract of the United States, annually
horn 1953. Commerdal paper rates in New York
City, monthly, through January, 1937, are from Ma-
caulay, op. cit., pp. A145—A161; thereafter, monthly
averages of weekly figures from Bank and Quotation
Record of the Commercial and Financial' Chronicle..
This series was seasonally adjusted through De-
cember, 1933. No seasonal adjustment has been
necessary since.

16 Yields on short-term United States securities
are from Banking and Monetary Statistics, p. 460,
and Federal Reserve Bulletin, monthly issues, May,
1945, to May, 1948, and September, 1950, to Decem-
ber, 1954. This series was seasonally adjusted, 1920—
30, 1951—54. Yields on long-term United States
securities are from the sathe sources and are unad-
justed.

roughly the same amplitude as the
residual element in velocity. These dif-
ferences in amplitude are of no special
significance for our purpose except as
they reflect the consistency of the cy-
clical pattern, since the effect of a change
in interest rates depends not only on the
size of the change but also on the
elasticity of the response of cash balances
to a change. Volatility of rate can be off-
sef by a small elasticity of response and
vice versa. The differences in amplitude
do, however, make it more difficult to
read the chart and tend somewhat to
obscure the similarity or divergence in
pattern that is of major interest.

The most striking feature of the charts
is the high degree of similarity between
the pattern of interest rates and that of
the residual element of velocity during
the expansion phase of deep depression
cycles. Long and short rates and rates on
private and public obligations all show
much the same pattern for this phase,
and the pattern of all four is similar to
the pattern in the residual element in
velocity: interest rates are high at the
initial stage of expansion, and so is
velocity, which is an appropriate re-
sponse to a high rate of return on non-
cash assets; interest rates then decline to
mid-expansion, and so does velocity;
interest rates then rise to the peak of the
cycle, and so does velocity.

There is no such unanimity of move-
ment for the remaining phase of the deep
depression cycles or for the mild de-
pression cycles. For these phases, there
is, at best, a family similarity between
the movements in rates and those in the
residual element in velocity. During the
contraction phase of deep depression cy-
cles, short and long rates diverge, short
rates declining throughout, long rates
leveling off or recovering in mid-contrac-
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tion. The residual element behaves
rather more like short rates, if we ab-
stract from the unusual behavior during
the 1870—78 cycle, but the similarity is
not close in detail. For mild depression
cycles, the cyclical movements in short
and long rates are fairly similar, the
main differences being a shorter lag in
commercial paper rates at peaks and
troughs than in the corporate bond yield.
For the period as a whole (Panel A), the
cyclical movement in the residual ele-
ment, though fairly clear, is so small that
no very precise comparison is justified;
for the period since 1921 (Panel B), it is
almost non-existent, the average refer-
ence-cycle pattern being dominated by
an intracycle trend.

A number of empirical studies have
demonstrated that the rate of change of
prices has an important effect on the
quantity of money demanded during
periods of considerable instability of
prices—as during hyperinflations or ma-
jor and long-continued inflations.'7 These
studies suggest, further, that the ex-
pected rate of change of prices, which is
the variable that directly influences the
demand for money, can be regarded as
derived largely from past experience with
the actual movement of prices and that it
changes more smoothly than actual
prices; it is something like the rate of
change in what I earlier designated
"permanent" prices. These findings im-
ply that any changes in the expected rate
of change of prices during periods of rela-
tive price stability will be small, perhaps
too small to have any appreciable effect.
And this is, indeed, the conclusion

See Phillip Cagan, "The Monetary Dynamics
of Hyperinflation," in Milton Friedman (ed.),
Studies in the Quantity Theory of Money, pp. 25—117.
The same relation has been documented for other
countries and episodes in a number of unpublished
studies done in the Workshop on Money and Bank-
ing of the University of Chicago.

reached by Richard Selden in his study
of the behavior of velocity.18

As a further check on this conclusion,
we have plotted in Chart IV, Panel C,
the rate of change of prices from refer-
ence stage to reference stage. This is de-
rived from the nine-stage reference-cycle
patterns of the monthly wholesale price
index,'9 by dividing the difference be-
tween successive average standings by
the average time interval between them.
The resulting eight rates of change per
month are plotted at the mid-points of the
corresponding intervals. Since these are
the actual rates of change, they presum-
ably vary more than expected rates of
change and, in addition, may lead the
latter in time. one might ex-
pect enough similarity between the
actual rates of change and the expected
rates of change to permit the detection
of any moderately close relation between
expected rate of change and the residual
element in velocity.

Interestingly enough, the results large-
ly duplicate those for interest rates. For
the expansion phase of the deep depres-
sion cycles, there is the same striking
agreement in pattern between the rate
of change of prices and the residual ele-
ment in velocity as there is between
interest rates and the residual element.
There is only slightly less similarity in
pattern for the expansion phase of mild
depression cycles. There is no systematic
relation for the contraction phase of
either group of cycles.

This analysis, based as it is on annual
velocity data and on a comparison solely

2!

Selden, op. cit., p. 202.
Historical Statistics of the United Slates, 1789—

1945 (Warren-Pearson series, 1870—89; B.L.S. series,
1890-1945 IBureau of the Census]), p. 344; Con-
tinualion to 1952 of Historical Statistics, p. 47; there-
after, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Wholesale Market) Price Index,
monthly issues.



of average reference-cycle patterns, is
too crude to be at all decisive. Yet the
results are most suggestive. If the
cyclical patterns of interest rates and the
rate of change in prices are compared
with the pattern of measured velocity it-
self (Chart III, Panel B), there is no clear
relation—as we noted at the outset in
explaining why an alternative reconcilia-
tion of the secular and cyclical behavior
of velocity is required. When the com-
parison is made instead with the residual
element of velocity—that part of the
movement in measured velocity that is
accounted for neither by the effect of
changes in permanent income on desired
cash balances nor by the discrepancy be-
tween measured and permanent income
—there is a striking consistency for one
phase of one set of cycles, and at least a
family resemblance elsewhere, though,
of course, not without considerable ir-
regularity. These results are of the kind
that might be expected if the returns on
alternative ways of holding assets were
the chief factor other than permanent in-
come affecting desired cash balances. Of
course, they do not demonstrate that
this is so. They might, for example, re-
flect accidental concurrence of movement
in just a few cycles. And they do not pro-
vide any estimate of the quantitative
strength of the connection. But they cer-
tainly justify further research in this
direction. The main requirements for
such research are the use of monthly
data on velocity or indicators of velocity
and the examination of cycle-by-cycle
relations and not simply relations be-
tween average patterns.

VI. CONCLUSION

The results summarized in this paper
have implications for the theory of
money, the study of business cycles, and
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the conduct and possibilities of monetary
policy.

In the theory of money, much em-
phasis has been placed on different "mo-
tives" for holding money—the "transac-
tions" motive, the "speculative" motive,
and the "assets" or "precautionary"
motive being the three commonly dis-
tinguished. The transactions motive is
often regarded as implying something of
a quasi-mechanical relation between cash
balances and the flow of payments and is
frequently given priority of importance
as well as place. Our results cast serious
doubt on the acceptability of this em-
phasis. In the first place, the cyclical re-
suits make it clear that changes in cash
balances over short periods are adapted
to magnitudes less volatile than the
volume of transactions. In the second
place, the secular decline in income ye-
locity is hard to explain in terms of
transactions. It is dubious that there has
been any secular increase in the ratio of
transactions to income large enough to
explain the growth in the ratio of money
balances to income that has occurred.
Further, improvements in transportation
and communication, let alone in financial
organization, have almost surely reduced
any mechanical requirement for cash
balances per unit of transactions—in-
deed, it was on these grounds that Irving
Fisher implied nearly half-a-century ago
that velocity was likely to increase
secularly and that others have since ex-
pressed views.20

Our findings equally cast doubt on the
importance of the so-called speculative
motive. One would expect this motive to
be subject to wide cydical variations
and hence, if it dominated the demand
for money, to lead to correspondingly

20 Irving Fisher, The Purchasing Power of Money
(rev. ed.; New York, 1913), pp. 79—88.



wide cyclical variations in desired cash
balances, whereas we observe the reverse.

The assets or "precautionary" motive
is in a different state. Permanent income
can be regarded as a concept closely
allied to wealth and indeed as an index of
wealth, provided that we count both hu-
man and non-human sources of income
as components of total wealth. Along
these lines, our results can be interpreted
in either of two ways. One is that the
relevant asset motive is equivalent to a
consumption or income motive. As per-
manent income, which is to say, total
wealth, rises, consumer units expand
their expenditures on some items dispro-

term these items "lux-
uries." On this interpretation, the serv-
ices rendered by money can be included
among these luxuries. The other interpre-
tation is more nearly an asset motive
proper. It is that the holdings of cash are
linked not to total wealth but primarily
to non-human wealth and that, as per-
manent income rises, the total value of
non-human wealth rises more rapidly
than permanent income, either because
such a more rapid rise is a necessary
condition for a rise in income or because
it corresponds to the preferences of
individuals as their total wealth rises.
Unfortunately, the available evidence
on the secular or cyclical behavior of the
ratio of non-human wealth to income is
inadequate to provide a test of this
explanation.2' On either interpretation,
however, our results suggest that moti-
vations and variables linked with assets
are the most fruitful category to explore
—that the most fruitful approach is to
regard money as one of a sequence of
assets, on a par with bonds, equities,

21 Raymond Goldsmith's estimates in A Study
of Savings (Princeton, N.J., 1955) suggest that,
if anything, the ratio of non-human wealth to income
has declined secularly rather than risen.

houses, consumer durable goods, and the
like.

Our results have a bearing on another
aspect of the so-called precautionary mo-
tive, namely, the view that the amount
of cash balances held is highly sensitive
to "the" or "a" rate of interest, at least
for some range of rates of interest. If this
were so for rates of interest within the
range observed during the period our
data cover, it would imply that real cash
balances and the ratio of income to
money would be highly variable, both
secularly and cyclically, since small
movements in interest rates would be
accompanied by large movements in de-
sired cash balances. The highly stable
secular behavior of velocity is evidence
against this view. So is our inability to
find any close connection between
changes in velocity from cycle to cycle
and any of a number of interest rates. So
also is our finding that most of the
cyclical movement in income velocity as
ordinarily measured can be accounted
for by the use of measured rather than
permanent income in the numerator. The
remaining movement in velocity, though
characterized by a consistent cyclical
pattern and though, on the basis of our
tentative explorations, it may well be
accounted for by movements in interest
rates, is much too small to reflect any
very sensitive adjustment of cash bal-
ances to interest rates.

Some of these comments about the im-
plications of our results for the theory of
money have their direct and obvious
counterparts for the empirical study of
business cycles. The most important ad-
ditional implications are two that have to
do with the interpretation of cyclical
movements in velocity. The fact that
velocity changes have been about as im-
portant as changes in the stock of money
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in accounting, in an arithmetic sense, for
the movements in money income, to-
gether with the small amplitude of
cyclical movements in the stock of
money, has. . fostered the view that
changes in the stock of money cannot be
the prime mover, oreven of major inde-
pendent importance, in cyclical change.
This view may of course be correct, but
it needs re-examination in light of our
finding that most of the velocity move-
ment is, from one point of view, "spuri-
ous," as well as a possible consequence of
this finding, discussed more fully below,
that measured income may be highly
sensitive to changes in the stock of
money. The other important implication
for the study of cycles is that the cyclical
pattern of velocity changes that needs
study and explanation is very different
from what it has been supposed to be.
Measured velocity has a cyclical pattern
roughly synchronous with that in general
business, tending to rise relative to its
trend from reference trough to reference
peak and to fall from reference peak to
reference trough. But when this pattern
is corrected for the deviation of measured
income from permanent income, the
residual movement is very different, and
it is the residual movement that needs
explanation.

The most interesting implication of
our analysis for monetary policy is high-
iy speculative and involves taking our
findings more seriously in detail than I
can fully justify. It may nonetheless be
worth recording if only in the hope of
stimulating further work. Suppose one
accepts fully both the reasonably well-
supported finding that money holdings
are adapted to permanent magnitudes
and also the much more questionable and
tentative suggestion that the economic
actors derive their estimates of perma-
nent magnitudes from prior measured
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magnitudes by implicitly constructing
some kind of weighted average of them.
It will then follow that, given a stable
demand function for money, measured
income will be highly sensitive in short
periods to changes in the nominal stock
of money—the short-run money multi-
plier will be large and decidedly higher
than the long-run money multiplier.22
To illustrate with some figures based on
our tentative results: In the long run, if
we take real income as given, a $1 in-
crease in the stock of money would im-
ply an annual level of money income
higher than otherwise by $1 times the
velocity of circulation, or, at current
levels of velocity, about $1.50 higher—
the long-run money multiplier equals the
velocity of circulation. In the short run,
however, an increase of $1.50 in meas-
ured income would be inadequate, since
that much of a rise in measured income
would raise permanent money income by
decidedly less than $1.50 and hence de-
sired cash balances by less than $1. If
we take a year as our unit and accept
the numerical weights we have used in
estimating permanent income from
measured income, measured income
would have to rise by roughly $4.50 for
estimated permanent income to rise by
$1.50, the rise required to raise desired
cash balances by $1 for given real in-
come—the short-run money multiplier is
thus triple the long-run multiplier.

The story does not, of course, end
here. There would be carry-over effects
into future years, as estimated perma-
nent income continued to be revised in
the light of measured income. These
would make the initially assumed rise in
money income not sustainable without
further rises in the stock of money and
hence would give rise to a cyclical reac-

This point was first suggested to me by Gary
S. Becker.



tion in measured income. Further, the
assumed change in money income would
presumably be associated with changes
in output and in prices that would affect
the relation of desired cash balances to
the change in measured money income.
These further complications require
much more study than I have given
them. They do not, however, affect the
main point—the sensitivity of measured
income to changes in the stock of money
that is implied by our results if they are
accepted at face value.

It is interesting that the permanent-
income hypothesis should have such
contrasting implications for the sensitiv-
ity of the economy to changes in the
stock of money and to changes in invest-
ment—the major other factor regarded
as a prime mover in cyclical change. The
permanent-income hypothesis implies
that the economy is much less sensitive
to changes in investment than it would
be if consumption were adapted to
measured rather than permanent in-
come—the short-run investment multi-
plier is decidedly smaller than the long-
run multiplier.23 On the other hand, we

23 See A Theory of the Consumption Function,
p. 238.

have just seen that the economy is much
more sensitive to changes in the stock of
money than it would be if money bal-
ances were adapted to measured rather
than permanent income.

A corollary for policy is that the effects
of monetary policy may be expected to
operate rather more than would other-
wise be supposed through the direct ef-
fects of changes in the stock of money on
spending, and rather less through indi-
rect effects on rates of interest, thence on
investment, and thence on income. An-
other corollary is to emphasize the po-
tency of relatively small changes in the
stock of money—a potency, needless to
say, for good or evil. Relatively small
changes in the stock of money, properly
timed and correct in magnitude, may be
adequate to offset other changes making
for instability. On the other hand, rela-
tively small changes in the stock of
money, random in timing and size, may
equally be an important source of in-
stability. If the reaction mechanism I
have described is in any substantial
measure valid, the system may not have
a large tolerance for mistakes in mone-
tary management.
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